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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR MONITORING MUSCLE REHABILITATION

I. Cross-Reference to Related Applications

[0001] This application claims t e benefit of priority of U.S. Provisional Patent

Application No. 62/064,924, filed October 16, 2014, t e entire contents of which are

incorporated herein by reference.

II. Field Of The Invention

[0002] This application generally relates to assessment of the physiological state of a

muscle subject to therapeutic stimulation. In particular, this application is directed to a system

and method for monitoring progress of muscular rehabilitation.

III. Background Of The Invention

[0003] Back pain in the lower, or lumbar, region of the back is common. In many cases,

the cause of back pain is unknown. The human back is a complicated structure including

bones, muscles, ligaments, tendons, nerves and other structures, which together form the

spinal stabilization system. The spinal stabilization system may be conceptualized to include

three subsystems: 1) the spinal column, which provides intrinsic mechanical stability; 2) the

spinal muscles, which surround the spinal column and provide dynamic mechanical stability;

and 3) the neuromotor control unit, which evaluates and determines requirements for stability

via a coordinated muscle response. In a properly functioning system, neuromotor control unit

sensors present in the connective tissue of the spinal column and the muscle spindles of the

spinal muscles each transmit signals via nerves to the motor cortex of the brain to provide

information such as the force a muscle is exerting or the position of a joint. The motor cortex

uses signals from the body's neuromotor control unit sensors to form a sense of the body's

position in space. This sense is referred to as proprioception. The motor cortex of the brain

returns signals to the spinal muscles to control the spine's position in space. Thus, in patients

with a functional stabilization system, the three subsystems work together to form a feedback

loop that provides mechanical stability to the spine. It is applicant's realization that lower

back pain often results from dysfunction of these subsystems and disruption of the feedback

loop.



[0004] Some cases of back pain are caused by abnormal mechanics of the spinal column.

The spinal column consists of vertebrae and ligaments, e.g. spinal ligaments, disc annulus,

and facet capsules. Degenerative changes to these structures, injury of t e ligaments, acute

trauma, or repetitive microtrauma may lead to back pain via inflammation, biochemical and

nutritional changes, immunological factors, changes in t e structure or material of the

endplates or discs, and pathology of neural structures.

[0005] It is believed that in some patients with back pain, the spinal stabilization system

is dysfunctional. Under normal circumstances, mechanoreceptors present in the ligaments,

facet capsules, disc annulus, and other connective tissues generate signals describing spinal

posture, motions, and loads. These signals provide information to the neuromuscular control

unit, which generates muscle response patterns to activate and coordinate the spinal muscles

to provide dynamic mechanical stability. The neuromuscular control unit produces a muscle

response pattern based upon several factors, including the need for spinal stability, postural

control, balance, and stress reduction on various spinal components. If the spinal column

structure is compromised, for example, due to injury, degeneration, or viscoelastic creep, then

muscular stability must be adjusted to compensate and maintain spinal stability. However,

ligament injury, soft tissue fatigue, viscoelastic creep, and other connective tissue injuries

may cause mechanoreceptors to produce corrupted signals about vertebral position, motion,

or loads, leading to an inappropriate muscle response. In addition, muscles themselves may

be injured, fatigued, atrophied, or lose their strength, thus aggravating dysfunction of the

spinal stabilization system. Moreover, muscles may disrupt the spinal stabilization system by

going into spasm, contracting when they should remain inactive, developing trigger points, or

contracting out of sequence with other muscles. Such muscle dysfunction may cause muscle

spindle mechanoreceptors to send abnormal signals to the motor cortex, which further may

compromise normal muscle activation patterns via the feedback loops.

[0006] Through such mechanisms, disruptions to the spinal stabilization system can result

in spine instability, which can lead to low back pain. In particular, spine instability can result

in the generation of high loads on spinal structures when the spine moves beyond its neutral

zone. The neutral zone is a range of intervertebral motion, measured from a neutral position,

within which spinal motion is produced with a minimal internal resistance. High loads can

lead to inflammation, disc degeneration, facet joint degeneration, and muscle fatigue. Since

the endplates and annulus have a rich nerve supply, it is believed that abnormally high loads



on such structures, resulting from spine instability, may be a common cause of pain. Load

transmission to the facet joints also may increase with degenerative disc disease, leading to

facet arthritis and facet joint pain.

[0007] A need exists for improving spine stability in many patients suffering from lower

back pain. It is applicant's hypothesis that repetitive and episodic contraction of the local

muscle system of t e back may generate afferent signals to t e brain capable of reactivating

or awakening the spinal stabilization system, thereby stabilizing the spine and reducing pain.

[0008] The local muscle system includes deep muscles, and portions of some muscles

that have their origin or insertion on the vertebrae. These local muscles control the stiffness

and intervertebral relationship of the spinal segments. They provide an efficient mechanism

to fine-tune the control of intervertebral motion. The lumbar multifidus, with its vertebra-to-

vertebra attachments, is an example of a muscle of the local muscle system.

[0009] The multifidus is the largest and most medial of the lumbar back muscles. It has a

complex structure with repeating series of fascicles stemming from the laminae and spinous

processes of the vertebrae, which exhibit a consistent pattern of attachments caudally. These

fascicles are arranged in five overlapping groups such that each of the five lumbar vertebrae

gives rise to one of these groups. At each segmental level, a fascicle arises from the base and

caudolateral edge of the spinous process, and several fascicles arise, by way of a common

tendon, from the caudal tip of the spinous process. Although confluent with one another at

their origin, the fascicles in each group diverge caudally to assume separate attachments to

the mamillary processes, the iliac crest, and the sacrum. Some of the deep fibers of the

fascicles that attach to the mamillary processes attach to the capsules of the facet joints next

to the mamillary processes. The fascicles arriving from the spinous process of a given

vertebra are innervated by the medial branch of the dorsal ramus nerve that issues from below

that vertebra.

[0010] The lumbar multifidus and other skeletal muscles consist of a number of

specialized elongated cells mechanically coupled together. A nerve fiber connects to the

muscle cells at a region called the end plate. The combination of the muscle cell or group of

cells and the nerve fiber that innervates it is called a motor unit. Motor units come in different

sizes, with larger motor units producing greater force than smaller motor units given equal

stimulation. An electrical signal transmitted to a nerve will travel down the nerve fiber and



cause depolarization of t e cell wall of t e muscle fiber, thereby triggering biochemical

processes inside the muscle cell that generate a twitch of contraction and resultant force

generation.

[0011] Nerves to skeletal muscles generally include a mix of motor nerves and sensory

nerves. Motor nerves are efferent nerves, which carry electrical signals from the brain to

cause an action in a muscle, and sensory nerves are afferent nerves, carrying signals from

remote structures to the brain to provide information to the brain.

[0012] External electrical stimulation for causing muscle contraction has been known

since Galvani observed such contraction in frogs in 1791. Over time, it became known that

the most energy efficient way to apply electrical stimulation to cause a muscle contraction is

to stimulate the nerve fiber of the motor unit because the energy required to stimulate a nerve

fiber to elicit contraction is about 1000 times less than required to stimulate a muscle to elicit

contraction.

[0013] If an electrical stimulation electrode is placed on or adjacent to the nerve that

supplies the muscle, then a single electrical pulse will cause a single contraction of the

muscle referred to as a twitch. The force in the muscle rises rapidly and decays more slowly

to zero. The amount of muscle that contracts, and hence, the force of contraction, in the

twitch is determined primarily by the number of motor units stimulated.

[0014] If additional stimulation pulses are applied, additional twitches are produced. If

the rate of stimulation is such that a new stimulation pulse is presented before the prior twitch

has decayed, then the new twitch will be largely superimposed on the prior, producing a

summation of force. As the stimulation rate is increased, this summation of force is such that

the twitches blend together to generate a smooth contraction. The stimulation frequency at

which the force production transitions from intermittent (rapid twitching) to smooth

contraction is often referred to as the fusion frequency. Stimulation at a rate at or above the

fusion frequency leads to smooth force generation. In general terms, stimulation at a rate

significantly higher than the fusion frequency has minimal effect on the strength or nature of

contraction and may, in fact, have an adverse impact on fatigue of the muscle. Stimulation at

a frequency higher than necessary to achieve the desired (e.g., maximum) force is energy

inefficient, which is an important consideration for an implantable device.



[0015] Functional electrical stimulation (FES) is t e application of electrical stimulation

to cause muscle contraction to re-animate limbs following damage to t e nervous system

such as with stroke or spinal cord injury. FES has been the subject of much prior art and

scientific publications. In FES, the goal generally is to bypass the damaged nervous system

and provide electrical stimulation to nerves or muscles directly, which simulates the action of

the nervous system. One lofty goal of FES is to enable paralyzed people to walk again, and

that requires the coordinated action of many muscles activating several joints. In patients with

spinal cord injury, the sensory nervous system is usually damaged as well as the motor

system, and thus the afflicted person loses proprioception of what the muscle and limbs are

doing. FES systems often seek to reproduce or simulate the damaged proprioceptive system

with other sensors attached to a joint or muscle.

[0016] Neuromuscular Electrical Stimulation (NMES) is a subset of the general field of

electrical stimulation for muscle contraction, as it is generally applied to nerves and muscles

which are anatomically intact but malfunctioning in a different way. NMES may be delivered

via an external system or, in some applications, via an implanted system.

[0017] NMES via externally applied skin electrodes has been used to rehabilitate skeletal

muscles after injury or surgery to an associated joint. This approach is commonly used to aid

in the rehabilitation of the quadriceps muscle of the leg after knee surgery. Electrical

stimulation is known to not only improve the strength and endurance of the muscle, but also

to restore malfunctioning motor control to a muscle. See, e.g., Gondin et al,

"Electromyostimulation Training Effects on Neural Drive and Muscle Architecture",

Medicine & Science in Sports & Exercise 37, No. 8, pp. 1291-99 (August 2005).

[0018] An implanted NMES system has been used to treat incontinence by stimulating

nerves that supply the urinary or anal sphincter muscles. For example, U.S. Patent No.

5,199,430 to Fang describes an implantable electronic apparatus for assisting the urinary

sphincter to relax.

[0019] For rehabilitation of anatomically intact (i.e., functionally disordered)

neuromuscular systems, the primary goal is to restore normal functioning of the

neuromuscular system. One application for an implanted NMES system is to restore normal

functioning of the spinal stabilization system in order to improve spine stability in patients

suffering from lower back pain. Such an application is described in U.S. Patent Nos.



8,428,728 and 8,606,358 to Sachs and U.S. Application Publication No. 2011/0224665 to

Crosby, each of which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. These references

describe implanted electrical stimulation devices designed to restore neural drive and

rehabilitate local muscles of the back, such as the multifidus muscle, to improve stability of

t e spine. It is theorized here that providing appropriate electrical stimulations to the

multifidus muscle using an implanted NMES system to generate repetitive and episodic

contractions of the multifidus muscle may reactivate the feedback loop and spinal

stabilization system overtime.

[0020] Another form of stimulation therapy is trans-cranial magnetic stimulation (TMS),

which also may be used to activate skeletal muscles. In TMS, a time varying magnetic field is

generated to induce an electrical current. Applying such a magnetic field with a coil

positioned over a patient's skull can induce an electrical current in the patient's brain tissue.

This technique has been used to stimulate portions of the motor cortex by applying and

focusing a magnetic field over certain regions of the brain, primarily in the motor cortex. A

patient's response to TMS pulses can be observed as a muscle twitch or as an electrical signal

such as an electromyogram (EMG). TMS has been used to reactivate the quadriceps muscle

following loss of volitional quadriceps activation resulting from meniscectomy.

[0021] One of the challenges of stimulation therapies such as NMES and TMS is

monitoring to ensure the stimulation device is positioned properly, applying appropriate

levels of stimulation, and resulting in a positive therapeutic effect. Monitoring can be

especially challenging for deep muscles such as the deep fascicles of the lumbar multifidus,

which are too deeply positioned for contractions to be reliably observed visually. A related

challenge of NMES and TMS for rehabilitation of skeletal muscles is to diagnose when the

therapy has been successful and may be discontinued. This is particularly important with

patients who cannot communicate, e.g., young children, or patients who do not want to

communicate, e.g., malingerers who may be motivated for the therapy to not be successful as

it would result in loss of worker's compensation insurance.

[0022] It would therefore be desirable to provide a system and method to objectively

monitor progress and diagnose when stimulation therapy of a skeletal muscle has been

successful. To further research and the development of future therapies, it would also be

desirable to provide a system and method that enable mapping at the various areas of the

motor cortex and enable generation and display of motor cortex representations of the



muscles. Accordingly, it would be advantageous to provide a system and method that enable

controlled monitoring of muscle responses resulting from various motor cortex stimulations.

Such muscle responses may result in recordable signals, such as evoked potentials.

[0023] An evoked potential is an electrical signal recorded from a part of the body, which

results from the presentation of a stimulus to a portion of t e body. Evoked potentials

include, for example, somatosensory evoked potentials (SSEPs), visual evoked potentials

(VEPs), motor evoked potentials (MEPs), and brain stem auditory evoked potentials

(BAEPs). SSEPs consist of a series of electrical waves that reflect sequential activation of

neural structures in the somatosensory pathways. SSEPs can be measured at the cortex of the

brain or at various sites along the somatosensory pathway, including at peripheral nerves.

SSEPs can be triggered with electrical stimulation along the somatosensory pathway, for

example, at a peripheral nerve. SSEPs can also be triggered by mechanical stimulation near a

peripheral nerve.

[0024] Evoked potentials are currently used as a measure of nerve functionality in some

clinical procedures. Current clinical uses of evoked potential testing include measuring nerve

signal conduction velocity, which can be an important diagnostic tool for diseases of the

nervous system, such as multiple sclerosis, and verifying spinal cord functioning during spine

surgery, as described in U.S. Patent No. 8,016,846 to McFarlin et al. and U.S. Patent No.

7,98 1, 144 to Geist et al. Evoked potentials can also be used on a temporary basis as an aid to

placing electrodes in or near the nervous system, for example, at the dorsal root ganglion, as

described in U.S. Patent No. 7,337,006 to Kim et al. A variety of techniques have been

developed for the analysis of evoked potentials, for example, the techniques described in U.S.

Patent No. 8,391,966 to Luo et al, U.S. Patent No. 5,638,825 to Fukuzumi et al, and U.S.

Patent No. 8,498,697 to Yong et al.

[0025] Compared to other biological signals, many types of evoked potentials are

quite small. Often, in clinical situations, the small size of an evoked potential is not visible in

the raw data when a single stimulus is applied. To extract the electrical signal of interest from

the background noise, the technique of signal averaging is employed. Signal averaging can be

spatial, temporal, or some combination (i.e., spatio-temporal averaging). In spatial averaging,

a mathematical combination of signals are collected over a region of space in response to a

stimulus. In temporal averaging, a mathematical combination of signals are synchronized in

time in response to a stimulus. With temporal averaging, the electrical signals recorded



following the stimulus are sampled using an analog-to-digital converter, then t e time series

of the samples is added together and divided by the number of samples to preserve scaling.

The time series is synchronized with the stimulus event. In this manner, the background

signal, which is asynchronous to the stimulus, tends towards its mean of zero, and the evoked

potential average tends to a useful value above the background noise. The signal-to-noise

ratio improves with the square root of the number of responses that are averaged. As will be

appreciated by one skilled in the art, the specific combination of filtering parameters,

sampling frequency, and number of scans to be averaged is determined by the nature of the

evoked potential to be measured.

[0026] In the description provided herein, the term "evoked potentials" refers to electrical

signals. There are other "evoked response" signals generated in response to a stimulus, such

as force generation or movement of a muscle in response to electrical stimulation and motion

of the eyes (saccade) in response to a visual stimulus.

[0027] It would be desirable to provide a system or method to detect and measure evoked

potentials and other evoked responses to objectively monitor progress, optimize treatment,

and diagnose when rehabilitation of a skeletal muscle has been attained.

[0028] It would be desirable to provide a system or method for monitoring and recording

progress of NMES or TMS for rehabilitation of the lumbar multifidus muscle.

[0029] It further would be desirable to provide a system or method that provides data

needed to adjust the operating parameters of an NMES or TMS system based on

measurements of muscle performance, thereby continually optimizing the stimulation system.

[0030] It would also be desirable to monitor the effects of a stimulation system on a

tissue's electrical activity, for example, to confirm applicant's hypothesis that repetitive and

episodic contraction of the local muscle system of the back generates afferent signals to the

brain capable of reactivating or awakening the spinal stabilization system. It would thus be

desirable to provide a system and/or method capable of detecting and recording signals

generated by a patient's body in response to repetitive and episodic stimulations to, and

contraction of, the local muscle system of the back.



IV. Summary Of The Invention

[0031] The present invention overcomes t e drawbacks of previously-known systems by

providing systems and methods for measuring a body's response to stimulations to

objectively monitor progress of, and make informed adjustments to, a stimulation

rehabilitation protocol.

[0032] The stimulation monitoring system includes: a user input receiver module

configured to receive stimulation parameter inputs from a user; and an optional stimulation

activator module configured to transmit t e inputs received from the user to a stimulator

module. The stimulator module may be configured to generate stimulations to be applied to a

patient's body based on the stimulation parameter inputs. The system further may include: a

signal receiver module configured to receive, detect, and record a response signal generated

by the body in response to the stimulations; a signal processor module configured to process

the recorded response signal, for example, by amplifying, filtering, digitizing and temporal

averaging the recorded signal; a trigger detector module configured to alert the signal

processor module when stimulations are generated to enable synchronization of the response

signal with the stimulus for accurate temporal averaging; and a graphical user interface

configured to provide data representative of the response signal to the user.

[0033] In accordance with one aspect of the present invention, a method for monitoring

rehabilitation of a muscle is provided. The method may include: receiving from an

extracorporeal source a first input defining a first stimulation protocol, wherein the first

stimulation protocol includes a plurality of parameters for generation of an electric current or

a voltage; automatically applying the first stimulation protocol to a portion of a patient's body

to cause contraction of a skeletal target muscle associated with control of the lumbar spine;

automatically recording a response signal generated by the patient's body in response to the

first stimulation protocol; automatically processing the recorded response signal to produce a

processed signal; automatically displaying information indicative of the processed signal;

receiving a second input from the extracorporeal source to adjust the first stimulation

protocol; and automatically applying an adjusted stimulation protocol to the body portion to

cause contraction of the skeletal target muscle.

[0034] The first input may be entered by a clinician and may specify one or more

parameters of the first stimulation protocol. Such parameters may be selected from



parameters such as pulse amplitude, pulse width, stimulation rate, stimulation frequency,

ramp timing, cycle timing, session timing, duty cycle, contacts activated, percent of current

allocated to each contact, and location of stimulation.

[0035] The target muscle may be weak, injured, or malfunctioning. In one embodiment,

t e target muscle is the lumbar multifidus. In another embodiment, the target muscle is at

least one of the lumbar multifidus, the transverse abdominus, the erector spinae, the

iliocostalis, or the longissimus. The portion of the patient's body to which the first

stimulation protocol is applied may be the medial branch of the dorsal ramus nerve, which

innervates the lumbar multifidus.

[0036] The electric current or electric voltage of the first stimulation protocol may

include a plurality of electrical pulses generated by an implanted neuromuscular electrical

stimulation device, and the electrical pulses may be applied to the patient's body by a first

implanted stimulating electrode.

[0037] The response signal may be at least one of an electrical signal, a force signal, or a

movement signal. In one embodiment, the response signal is an evoked potential. The

response signal may be recorded by a second implanted electrode (which may be a recording

electrode or a stimulating and recording electrode), and the recorded response signal or the

processed signal may be transmitted wirelessly to an external receiver. Alternatively, the

response signal may be recorded by a surface electrode attached to the patient at the head,

neck, spine or other part of the body, and the recorded response signal may be received by a

processor from the surface electrode via a wired or wireless connection. In another alternate

embodiment, the electric current may be generated by a trans-cranial magnetic stimulation

device and applied to the patient's skull by an inductive coil, and the response signal may be

recorded by an implanted recording electrode implanted on, in, or near the deep skeletal

target tissue, and the recorded response signal or the processed signal may be transmitted

wirelessly to an external receiver.

[0038] Processing the recorded response signal may include amplifying the recorded

response signal, filtering the recorded response signal, digitizing the recorded response

signal, and/or taking a temporal average of the recorded response signal, if the recorded

response signal is an electrical signal. In an embodiment in which the recorded response

signal is temporally averaged, the method further may include generating a trigger signal



upon initiating application of the first stimulation protocol and synchronizing t e recorded

response signal with the trigger signal.

[0039] Information indicative of the processed signal may be displayed on a computer

monitor or other display screen. Such information may include a waveform of the processed

signal. Additionally or alternatively, t e displayed information may include one or more

quantitative metrics of the processed signal, such as: amplitude, width, frequency, latency

relative to application of the first stimulation protocol, and/or slope.

[0040] The method further may include recording a second response signal generated in

response to the adjusted stimulation protocol, processing the second response signal to

produce a second processed signal, and displaying information indicative of the second

processed signal.

[0041] In accordance with another aspect of the present invention, a feedback loop

system for monitoring rehabilitation of a muscle is provided. The system may include: a user

interface configured to receive a first input from a user defining a stimulation protocol

comprising a plurality of parameters for generation of an electric current; a transcranial

magnetic stimulation device communicatively coupled to the user interface to receive the

stimulation protocol, the transcranial magnetic stimulation device comprising an inductive

coil positionable over a patient's skull and configured to generate an electromagnetic field in

accordance with the stimulation protocol; an implantable device comprising a recording

electrode and a processor configured to receive, detect, and record a response signal

generated by the body in response to the stimulation protocol; a trigger detector

communicatively coupled to the transcranial magnetic stimulation device and configured to

transmit a wireless signal to the implantable device upon application of the stimulation

protocol; an external receiver comprising an electromagnetic or radiofrequency telemetry unit

wirelessly coupled to the implantable device and configured to receive the response signal

from the implantable device; and an output display having a screen configured to display data

representative of the response signal.

[0042] The trigger detector may include an electromagnetic or radiofrequency telemetry

unit. The inductive loop of the transcranial magnetic stimulation device may be housed

within a helmet or other unit adjacent to or contacting the head. The user interface and the



output display may be integrated into a common device. Similarly, t e trigger detector and

t e external receiver may be integrated into a common device.

V. Brief Description Of The Drawings

[0043] FIGS. 1A and IB each depicts a functional block diagram representing functional

features of an exemplary embodiment of a stimulation monitoring system constructed in

accordance with the principles of the present invention.

[0044] FIG. 2A depicts a generalized block diagram of an exemplary embodiment of a

stimulation monitoring system constructed in accordance with the principles of the present

invention. In the depicted system, an implantable NMES device generates stimulation pulses

and further records response signals.

[0045] FIGS. 2B and 2C depict alternative generalized block diagrams of the stimulation

monitoring system of FIG. 2A, wherein the system of FIG. 2B has externally placed

recording electrodes and an externally located device for recording response signals, and the

system of FIG. 2C has an externally located TMS device generating stimulations and an

implantable recording device recording the response signals.

[0046] FIG. 3A depicts a schematic view of some or all components forming an

exemplary embodiment of a stimulation monitoring system constructed in accordance with

the principles of the present invention. In the depicted system, an implantable NMES device

generates stimulation pulses and further records response signals.

[0047] FIGS. 3B and 3C depict alternative schematic views of the stimulation monitoring

system of FIG. 3A, wherein the system of FIG. 3B has an implantable NMES device similar

to FIG. 3A with additional external components provided, and the system of FIG. 3C has an

externally located TMS device for generating stimulations and an implantable recording

device for recording response signals.

[0048] FIG. 4 depicts a generalized block diagram of an implantable NMES device, such

as the NMES device of FIG. 3 .

[0049] FIG. 5 depicts a generalized block diagram of a programming computer, such as

the programming computer found in the system of FIG. 3 .



[0050] FIG. 6 depicts an exemplary method for applying, monitoring, and adjusting

stimulation therapy in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

VI. Detailed Description Of The Invention

[0051] A system and a method for monitoring stimulation therapy of skeletal muscles are

described herein. Increasingly, neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES) and trans

cranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) are being utilized to treat and rehabilitate muscles. It is

believed that such therapies may achieve positive outcomes by improving the functionality of

feedback loops between muscles and the nervous system controlling them. NMES may be

applied to a patient through an implanted NMES apparatus, such as through the implantable

pulse generator (IPG) described in U.S. Patent Nos. 8,428,728 and 8,606,358 to Sachs and

U.S. Application Publication No. 2011/0224665 to Crosby, each of which is incorporated by

reference herein. Alternatively, TMS may be applied to a patient externally using

electromagnetic coils positioned on or near a patient's skull. While it is known that such

techniques deliver a stimulating electrical current or voltage to patients which results in

muscle contraction that can lead to improved muscle function, it is difficult to monitor the

precise physiological effects of such therapy. A feedback system is needed, which allows

clinicians to monitor, objectively and quantitatively, the physiological changes that result

from stimulation therapy.

[0052] Various embodiments described herein provide a feedback system that fills one or

more of the needs described above. The system and related method disclosed herein may

allow clinicians to quantitatively track changes in nerve functionality during and following

stimulation therapy, thus allowing clinicians to track treatment progress and observe the

effects of treatment adjustments. With such data, clinicians may be able to optimize muscle

rehabilitation treatment.

[0053] Referring to FIGS. 1A and IB, an overview of exemplary stimulation monitoring

systems constructed in accordance with the principles of the present invention is provided.

Stimulation monitoring system 10' of FIG. IB is constructed similarly to stimulation

monitoring system 1 of FIG. 1A, wherein like components are identified by like primed

reference numbers. In each embodiment, the system both generates a stimulus which may

cause muscles to contract and provides a user with feedback on the effects of such

stimulation. In FIGS. 1A and IB, the system is described functionally with each block in the



functional block diagram representing a different functional module of stimulation

monitoring system 10 or 10'. System 10/10' each includes, at least, a stimulating means (e.g.,

either stimulator 11 or TMS system 18 and 19), signal receiver 12/12', and signal processor

13/13'. These modules together function to: present a stimulus to a portion of patient's body

BO, and measure t e evoked potential or other response signal generated by a portion of

patient's nervous system N S in response.

[0054] In one embodiment, stimulator 11 is the source of electrical stimulus; it generates

the stimulations to be applied to body BO of a patient. Stimulator 11 may be, for example, an

implantable NMES device. In various embodiments, stimulator 11 delivers electrical signals

to a stimulating electrode, stimulating coil, or other applicator configured and positioned to

apply an electrical current or voltage to a portion of the patient. In an embodiment where

stimulator 11 is configured to be implanted, stimulator 11 may include one or more

electrodes coupled to an NMES device or implantable pulse generator (IPG), e.g., via a lead.

The electrodes may be positioned to stimulate a peripheral nerve where the nerve enters

skeletal muscle, which may be one or more of the multifidus, transverse abdominus,

quadratus lumborum, psoas major, internus abdominus, obliquus externus abdominus,

iliocostalis, longissimus, and erector spinae muscles. Such stimulation may induce

contraction of the muscle to restore neural control and rehabilitate the muscle, thereby

improving muscle function of local segmental muscles of the lumbar spine, improving

lumbar spine stability, and reducing back pain.

[0055] In an alternative embodiment, the stimulus is applied via a TMS system, which

includes coil 18 connected to TMS control unit 19. The TMS system generates magnetic

fields which excite neurons in the motor cortex of the brain, thereby eliciting a signal which

may cause muscle contraction analogous to the muscle contraction elicited by electrical

stimulation of the nerve.

[0056] Signal receiver 12/12' receives, detects, and records a response signal, which is

generated by body BO in response to stimulations (e.g., from the brain). Signal receiver

12/12' receives the signal from one or more recording electrodes. In some embodiments, an

implantable NMES device couples to stimulating and recording electrodes and performs the

functions of both stimulator 11 and signal receiver 12. Preferably, the recording electrodes

are configured to record an evoked potential generated by a nerve in the lumbar portion of the

back, such as the medial branch of the dorsal ramus. As such, the recording electrodes are



configured to be: implanted within t e patient on, around, or near a target nerve in the lumbar

portion of the back, or applied externally over or near the location of t e target nerve. In other

embodiments, signal receiver 12 is a separately implanted recording device.

[0057] In still other embodiments, signal receiver 12 is an external device, such as an

external controller, which may include a processor programmed to receive and record signals

received from external recording electrodes. External recording electrodes can be placed in a

suitable place for receiving the response signals, e.g., in the vicinity of the stimulated nerves

or muscles, or on the skull over the cortex of the brain.

[0058] Signal processor 13/13' processes the recorded signal, for example, by amplifying,

filtering, digitizing and temporal averaging the recorded signal to form a processed signal.

Signal processor 13/13' may additionally analyze the processed signal to identify clinically

meaningful data, such as, for example, the average amplitude, peak amplitude, frequency,

shape, or slope of the processed signal. Signal processor 13/13' receives the recorded signal

from signal receiver 12/12'. Signal processor 13/13' of various embodiments is a computer

processor configured, for example, with programmed instructions, to perform signal

processing, and optionally, signal analysis functions. In some embodiments, the functions of

signal processor 13/13' are performed by a plurality of computer processors located within

separate apparatuses. For example, in some embodiments, amplification and filtering of the

signal occurs within a first device and digitizing and temporal averaging of the signal occurs

within a second device. Signal analysis may occur within a third device. Some or all signal

processor 13/13' functions may be performed by an implantable NMES device or a separately

implanted recording device. Additionally or alternatively, some or all signal processor 13/13'

functions may be performed by an external device, such as an external controller or

programming computer.

[0059] As depicted, system 10 of FIG. 1A also includes user input receiver 14, optional

stimulation activator 15, trigger detector 16, and output display 17. Similarly, depicted

system 10' of FIG. IB also includes user input receiver 14', trigger detector 16', and output

display 17'. Within stimulation monitoring system 10/10', user input receiver 14/14'

functions to receive instructions from a user for selecting a stimulation protocol and adjusting

stimulation parameters. For example, using user input receiver 14/14', a user may be able to

program the strength, duration, pulse pattern, frequency, start time, and/or stop time of the

stimulations. User input receiver 14/14' functionality may be performed by any suitable input



device known to those skilled in the art, such as, for example, a mouse, a keyboard, one or

more knobs, one or more buttons, or a touchscreen. User input receiver 14/14' is configured

to transmit signals indicative of the user input via wired and/or wireless communication to

stimulation activator 15, stimulator 11, and/or TMS control unit 19 using known

communication techniques.

[0060] In the embodiment of FIG. 1A, optional stimulation activator 15 transmits the

instructions received from a user from user input receiver 14 to stimulator 1 1 via wired or

wireless communication using known communication techniques. The instructions are

transmitted in the form of electrical signals. As an example, when stimulator 1 1 is an

implantable NMES device, stimulator activator 15 is an external device having an external

controller that is communicatively coupled to an input receiver 14. The external controller

transmits signals received from input receiver 14 to the NMES device in order to start, stop,

set, and/or modulate the stimulation signal in accordance with instructions received from t e

user. As described in more detail below, the external controller may include an inductive coil

or other antenna operable to wirelessly transmit the signals across the skin to the internally-

positioned NMES device.

[0061] In other embodiments, when the stimulating means is an external stimulating

device such as a TMS system (including TMS control unit 19 and coil 18), stimulator

activator 15 may not be required. In such embodiments, stimulation parameters and

instructions to start and stop stimulation may be communicated directly from input receiver

14' to the TMS control unit 19. In one embodiment, user input receiver 14' is integrated into

TMS control unit 19 such that TMS control unit 19 also performs the functions of user input

receiver 14' and no separate device or external transmission of signals is required.

[0062] Trigger detector 16 communicates with stimulator 1 1 and identifies when a

stimulus has been generated. Similarly, trigger detector 16' communicates with TMS control

unit 19 to identify when a stimulus has been generated. Trigger detector 16/16' also

communicates with signal processor 13/13', sending data to signal processor 13/13' upon

identifying a stimulus. Data received from trigger detector 16/16' initiates signal processing

and analysis by signal processor 13/13' and thereby enables synchronization of the response

signal with the stimulus. Advantageously, synchronization of the response signal with the

stimulus enables accurate temporal averaging. Trigger detector 16 functionality may be

performed by an external controller that is coupled to an external signal processing device



and an implanted stimulating device. Alternatively, trigger detector 16/16' functionality may

be performed by an external controller that is coupled to an external stimulating device and

an implanted signal processing device.

[0063] Output display 17/17' provides feedback and stimulation results to a user. For

example, output display 17/17' may display a graphical user interface (GUI) that provides a

user with a visual representation of the stimulation signal and/or the processed signal.

Additionally or alternatively, output display 17/17' may display a GUI that provides a user

with visually presented numeric data indicative of the recorded response signal or the

processed signal. Such data may include the average amplitude, peak amplitude, frequency,

or slope of the processed signal or other data calculated by the signal processor. The output

display may include a touchscreen, or other screen, display, or other output device for

presenting or communicating results. In some embodiments, output display 17/17' and user

input receiver 14/14' are integrated into a common device such as a laptop, tablet, smart

phone, or other computing device.

[0064] From the visual representations displayed in the GUI of output display 17/17', a

healthcare provider may be able to identify one or more characteristics and/or reach one or

more diagnoses or other conclusions regarding the muscle(s) targeted for stimulation. For

example, a healthcare provider may be able to identify quantitative metrics characteristic of

recently denervated and innervated muscle from information displayed within the GUI.

Recently denervated muscle may be identified, for example, by sharp positive waves and/or

fibrillation; recently innervated muscle may be identified, for example, by polyphasic

potentials. One or more systems and/or methods provided herein may enable tracking of re-

innervation.

[0065] Referring to FIG. A, a block diagram of the structural components in one

embodiment of a stimulation monitoring system is provided. In system 100, various

components of system 100 are implanted while other components are extracorporeal. In

particular, in FIG. 2A, NMES device 30 is implanted within the body and is configured to

perform functions similar to those described above with respect to stimulator 1 1 of FIG. 1A.

In the depicted embodiment, NMES device 30 is also configured to perform functions similar

to that of signal receiver 12 and at least some of the functions performed by signal processor

13 in FIG. 1A. Computer 50 may optionally perform additional functions performed by

signal processor 13. Computer 50 is further configured to perform the functions of user input



receiver 14 and output display 17. Stimulation activator 15 functions may be performed by

external controller 40. If t e signal processing steps of signal synchronization and temporal

averaging are performed by computer 50, then external controller 40 also performs functions

similar to trigger detector 16. Alternatively, NMES device 30 may perform such signal

processing steps and the functions of trigger detector 16.

[0066] In FIG. 2A, NMES device 30 is a pulse generator connected to a plurality of

stimulating electrodes 20, e.g., via one or more leads having the electrodes disposed thereon,

for delivering one or more electrical pulses to a portion of body BO. Stimulating electrodes

20 may be situated close to or around a peripheral nerve such as at or close to where the

nerve enters skeletal muscle. In a preferred embodiment, stimulating electrodes 20 may be

situated on or near the medial branch of the dorsal ramus nerve, which innervates the lumbar

multifidus. Stimulating electrodes 20 may deliver neuromuscular electrical stimulation pulses

to the nerve.

[0067] In this and other embodiments described herein, the various stimulating means

(e.g., stimulating electrodes and pulse generators or TMS control units and coils) may induce

contraction of the muscle to achieve, over time, restoration of neural control and

rehabilitation of the muscle, as described in the aforementioned U.S. Patent Nos. 8,428,728

and 8,606,358 to Sachs. Additionally or alternatively, stimulating means can be configured to

deliver electrical stimulation of a sufficiently low strength that it does not elicit muscle

contractions, but may stimulate the proprioceptive (i.e.: afferent) pathways, thereby providing

input to the brain to help restore neural control and rehabilitation of the muscle. Appropriate

selection of stimulation parameters may cause both muscle contraction and proprioceptive

signals.

[0068] NMES device 30 also may be connected to recording electrodes 25 to receive

signals, including evoked potentials, recorded from the body BO. In the depicted

embodiment, implanted stimulating electrodes 20 and recording electrodes 25 are separate

electrodes disposed on separate leads; however, it will be appreciated by one skilled in the art

that one set of electrodes positioned on one lead may function as both stimulating and

recording electrodes. Alternatively, a set of stimulating electrodes and a separate set of

recording electrodes may be positioned on the same lead. Recording electrodes 25, if

disposed on a lead separate from the stimulating electrode lead, may be implanted near to or

remote from the stimulating electrodes. As would be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the



art, various electrode locations and configurations would be acceptable, including t e use of

one, two, three, four, or more electrodes. The electrode(s) may be an array of a plurality of

electrodes, or may be a simple single electrode where t e electrical circuit is completed with

an electrode placed elsewhere (not shown) such as a skin surface patch.

[0069] NMES device 30 may be controlled by, and optionally powered by, external

controller 40, which communicates with NMES device 30 via an antenna, which may

comprise an inductive coil configured to transmit power and communicate information in a

bidirectional manner across skin SK. Appropriate antenna technology is well known to one

skilled in the art and may include a magnet, a coil of wire, a longer range telemetry system

(such as using MICS R Telemetry available from Zarlink Semiconductor of Ottawa,

Canada), or technology similar to a pacemaker programmer. Alternatively, a coil may be

present within external controller 40 to transmit power only, and/or separate radio frequency

transmitters may be provided in external controller 40 and NMES device 30 for establishing

bi-directional data communication.

[0070] External controller 40 may be hardwired, connected by a cable, or wirelessly

connected, to computer 50. Computer 50 may be a conventional laptop, desktop, or tablet

computer having a microprocessor 52, an input device 54, and an output device 56. In certain

embodiments, the input device 54 includes a mouse and a keyboard and the output device 56

includes a display screen. In other embodiments, a touchscreen forms both the input device

54 and the output device 56.

[0071] In the illustrated embodiment, software may be installed in memory and executed

by processor 52 within computer 50, and used by a clinician to provide programming that is

communicated by external controller 40 to NMES device 30. During patient visits, external

controller 40 may be coupled to computer 50 to download for review data stored on NMES

device 30, or to adjust the operational parameters of the NMES device.

[0072] In use, computer processor 52 runs a software application, which enables a

clinician to select a stimulation protocol and/or adjust stimulation parameters by entering

selections using input device 54. These inputs are delivered by computer 50 to external

controller 40, which wirelessly conveys such inputs to NMES device 30. NMES device 30

generates a stimulation protocol in accordance with the inputs, delivering one or more

electrical pulses to a portion of a patient's body BO via stimulating electrodes 20. Such



stimulation elicits an electrical signal, namely, an evoked potential, from the nervous system

NS of the body BO in response. There are also other signals present within t e body BO.

These signals can create noise for stimulation monitoring system 100. Thus, when recording

electrodes 25 record a signal from body BO, it may contain both noise and the evoked

potential. The recording electrodes 25 deliver the signal containing the evoked potential to

NMES device 30 via a lead. NMES device 30 stores, amplifies, and digitizes the signal for

wireless transmission to external controller 40, which in turn communicates it to computer

50.

[0073] While external controller 40 is generally described herein as being a single device,

one skilled in the art will appreciate that the functions of external controller 40 may be

performed by two or more devices. For example, as shown in FIG. 2A, the system may

include external controller 40 and optional remote controller 45. In such embodiments,

external controller 40 is coupled to computer 50 and configured to receive programming data,

such as stimulation protocol data, from computer 50. External controller 40 further is

configured to transmit the data to NMES device 30 to program NMES device 30 for

operation. Remote controller 45 may include an interface, processor, and communication

means and be configured to transmit signals to NMES device 30 to start and stop individual

stimulation sessions. Such a system is described in more detail in U.S. Application

Publication No. 2014/0046398 to Sachs et al, which is incorporated herein by reference in its

entirety. While not shown, it is herein contemplated that external controller 40' of FIG. 2B

and external controller 40" of FIG. 2C may also be embodied in two or more separate

devices, such as an external controller and a remote controller.

[0074] Further processing of the signal may be performed to improve the signal-to-noise

ratio of the evoked potential in order to increase the accuracy of stimulation monitoring. In

the depicted embodiment, such processing may be performed by NMES device 30 and/or

programming computer 50. The signal processing may include: amplification, for example,

by an operational amplifier; filtering, for example, by a low-pass, high-pass, and/or band-pass

filter; digitizing; and averaging, for example, by temporal averaging. Such processing of the

recorded response signal creates a processed signal, which may be analyzed to identify and

provide measurements of interest to the clinician. Such analysis also may be performed by

NMES device 30 or computer processor 52. Data indicative of the processed evoked potential

signal may then be displayed to the clinician on output device 56.



[0075] Referring to FIG. 2B, stimulation feedback system 100' is constructed similarly to

feedback system 100 of FIG. 2A, wherein like components are identified by like-primed

reference numbers. Thus, for example, 30' in FIG. 2B corresponds to 30 of FIG. 2A, etc. As

will be observed by comparing FIGS. 2A and 2B, NMES device 30' is not directly connected

to recording electrodes 25'; it is configured to stimulate only. NMES device 30' is connected

to stimulating electrodes 20' to deliver one or more electrical pulses to a portion of patient's

body BO. Similar to FIG. 2A, a clinician can interact with computer 50' having

microprocessor 52', input device 54', and output device 56' to input new stimulation

parameters, adjust existing parameters, and receive visual feedback in the form of data about

evoked potentials to monitor the effects of stimulation. In FIG. 2B, computer 50' is

hardwired, connected by a cable, or wirelessly connected to external controller 40', which in

turn, is wirelessly coupled to NMES device 30'. In the depicted embodiment, external

controller 40' is also coupled to externally located recording electrodes 25'. Such recording

electrodes 25' may be disposable or reusable skin surface electrodes, needle electrodes, or

fine wire electrodes. External recording electrodes 25' are applied over a suitable location to

detect evoked potentials. The recording electrodes may be placed on the patient over the

spinal column, on the scalp, or over t e muscle of interest; in some embodiments, recording

electrodes 25' are placed over or near the lumbar multifidus muscle. In some embodiments, a

plurality of recording electrodes are placed so as to record signals from a plurality of

locations on the patient's body.

[0076] In the depicted embodiment, NMES device 30' performs stimulator 1 1 functions,

while a microprocessor unit within external controller 40' performs stimulation activator 15,

trigger detector 16, and optionally, signal processor 13 functions. External controller 40' also

performs signal receiver 12 functions. Computer 50' may additionally or alternatively

perform signal processing 13 functions. Computer 50' additionally performs user input

receiver 14 and output display 17 functions.

[0077] As will be appreciated by one of ordinary skill in t e art, while NMES device 30

and 30' are illustratively implantable, these devices may be disposed external to a body of a

patient on a temporary or permanent basis without departing from the scope of the present

invention. In such an embodiment, NMES device 30 or 30' may be coupled to electrodes by

percutaneous leads. Alternatively, the NMES device and the electrodes may be completely



external such that the leads are applied to t e skin over a suitable location to elicit muscle

stimulation and contraction.

[0078] Referring to FIG. 2C, stimulation feedback system 100" is constructed to perform

similar functions as feedback system 100 of FIG. 2A. In FIG. 2C, components analogous to

components of FIG. 2A are identified by analogous-double primed reference numbers. As

will be observed by comparing FIGS. 2A and 2C, no NMES device or stimulating electrode

is present in stimulation monitoring system 100". Rather, stimulations are generated by TMS

system 60 and applied to body BO externally via electromagnetic coil 68. As in FIG. 2A, the

stimulations can be directed to cause stimulation and contraction of a muscle, such as a

muscle of the local muscle system of the back. Preferably, the stimulations may be directed to

cause stimulation and contraction of the lumbar multifidus or other lower back muscle to

rehabilitate said muscle.

[0079] In use, processor 62 of TMS system 60 runs a software application, which enables

a clinician to set and/or adjust stimulation parameters by entering such parameters using input

device 64. TMS system 60 generates a stimulation protocol in accordance with the

parameters, applying an electromagnetic field over a portion of the patient's brain, such as the

motor cortex or a portion thereof, in order to deliver a stimulating electric current to the

patient. Such stimulation elicits an electrical signal, namely, an evoked potential, from the

nervous system NS of the body BO in response. Implanted recording electrodes 25" record a

signal from the body BO, which may contain the evoked potential, and additionally, noise.

Recording electrodes 25" then deliver the signal to implanted recording device 70 to which

the recording electrodes are coupled via a lead. Implanted recording device 70 stores,

amplifies, and digitizes the signal so the digitized signal (or a more processed version

thereof) can be wirelessly communicated to external controller 40". In turn, external

controller 40" communicates the digitized signal (or a processed version thereof) back to

TMS system 60.

[0080] As in FIG. 2A, the signal is processed to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the

recorded response signal (e.g., the evoked potential) in order to increase the accuracy of

stimulation monitoring. Signal processing may include amplification, filtering, digitizing, and

temporal averaging. Such processing creates a processed evoked potential signal, which may

be analyzed to identify and provide measurements of interest to the clinician. Signal

processing and analysis may be performed by one or more of: implanted recording device 70,



external controller 40", and TMS system 60. Data indicative of the processed evoked

potential signal may be displayed to the clinician on output device 66. Output device 66 of

some embodiments is a display screen provided within TMS system 60.

[0081] In the depicted embodiment, components of TMS system 60 perform user input

receiver 14', TMS control unit 19, coil 18, and output display 17 functions. Implanted

recording device 70 performs signal receiver 12', and optionally, signal processing 13'

functions. External controller 40" and/or TMS system 60 may additionally or alternatively

perform signal processing 13' and trigger detector 16' functions.

[0082] Referring now to FIG. 3A, one exemplary embodiment of stimulation monitoring

system 1000 is described. Specifically, FIG. 3A provides a generalized schematic view of

components similar to those depicted as blocks in FIG. 2A. In FIG. 3A, components of the

system are not depicted to scale on either a relative or absolute basis. Stimulator system 1000

includes electrode lead 200, NMES device 300 in the form of implantable pulse generator

(IPG), external controller 400, and programming computer 500.

[0083] Electrode lead 200 includes lead body 202 having a plurality of electrodes,

illustratively, electrodes 204, 206, 208, and 210. Electrode lead 200 is configured for

implantation in or adjacent to tissue, e.g., nervous tissue, muscle, a ligament, and/or a joint

capsule including tissue associated with local segmental control of the lumbar spine.

Electrode lead 200 is coupled to NMES device 300, for example, via connector block 302.

NMES device 300 is configured to generate pulses such that electrodes 204, 206, 208, and/or

210 deliver neuromuscular electrical stimulation to target tissue. In one embodiment, the

electrodes are positioned to stimulate a peripheral nerve where the nerve enters skeletal

muscle, which may be one or more of t e multifidus, transverse abdominus, quadratus

lumborum, psoas major, internus abdominus, obliquus externus abdominus, and erector

spinae muscles. Such stimulation may induce contraction of t e muscle to restore neural

control and rehabilitate the muscle, thereby improving muscle function of local segmental

muscles of the lumbar spine, improving lumbar spine stability, and reducing back pain.

Additionally or alternatively, such stimulation may stimulate the proprioceptive pathways,

thereby providing input to the brain to help restore neural control and rehabilitation of the

muscle. The electrodes may be ring electrodes, partial electrodes, segmented electrodes,

nerve cuff electrodes placed around the nerve innervating the target muscle, or the like.



Additionally, as will also be understood by one of skill in the art, an electrode lead may

contain more or fewer than four electrodes.

[0084] In some embodiments, electrodes 204, 206, 208, and 210 of electrode lead 200

both deliver and record electrical signals. In other embodiments, one or a plurality of

electrodes on electrode lead 200 stimulate while one or a plurality of different electrodes on

electrode lead 200 record. In still other embodiments, system 1000 includes at least two

leads, a first lead with a set of stimulating electrodes and a second lead with a set of recording

electrodes.

[0085] NMES device 300 is configured to generate pulses for electrical transmission to

electrode lead 200. As is common with other active implantable medical devices, the NMES

device electronics are housed in a hermetically sealed metal housing 304. Housing 304 may

comprise titanium or other biocompatible material, and includes connector block 302 that

permits electrode lead 200 to be electrically coupled to the electronics within housing 304 via

channel 306. Channel 306 is coupled to conductors 308, 310, 312, and 314 which are coupled

to the NMES device electronics. When proximal end 224 of electrode lead 200 is inserted

within channel 306, conductors 308, 310, 312, and 314 are electrically coupled to a plurality

of contacts on the proximal end 224, which are, in turn, electrically coupled to electrodes

204, 206, 208, and 210. Set-screw 316 is configured to be tightened down on set-screw

retainer 244 to secure a portion of electrode lead 200 within channel 306. NMES device 300

further may include a second channel (not shown) with four additional conductors. The two

separate channels may be used to facilitate bilateral stimulation or may be used to attach

separate leads for stimulating and recording.

[0086] External controller 400 is configured to control the internal functional components

of NMES device 300 by transmitting instructions from external programming computer 500

to the NMES device. In the depicted embodiment, external controller 400 is further

configured to receive digitized signals containing evoked potentials from NMES device 300

and deliver them to external programming computer 500 for further processing, analysis,

and/or display of the stimulation results. External controller 400 includes a telemetry

component that permits transmission of energy and data between NMES device 300 and

programming computer 500. The telemetry component may comprise an inductive coil or R

transceiver configured to communicate information in a bidirectional manner across a



patient's skin SK to NMES device 300, and optionally, to transmit power to NMES device

300.

[0087] Optionally, external controller 400 may include a commercially available

microcontroller unit including a programmable microprocessor and memory for processing

signals received from NMES device 300. In t e depicted embodiment, external controller 400

functions primarily as a signal intermediary between implanted NMES device 300 and

extracorporeal programming computer 500, and all signal processing and analysis is

performed by t e NMES device and/or the programming computer.

[0088] Programming computer 500 includes a programmable microprocessor, nonvolatile

memory such as EEPROM, and nonvolatile storage, e.g., Flash memory. The memory of

programming computer 500 may store program instructions that, when executed by processor

502 of programming computer 500, cause the processor and NMES device 300 to provide the

functionality ascribed to them herein.

[0089] Referring to FIG. 3B, stimulation feedback system 1000' is constructed similarly

to feedback system 1000 of FIG. 3A, wherein like components are identified by like-primed

reference numbers. Thus, for example, 300' in FIG. 3B corresponds to 300 of FIG. 3A, etc.

As will be observed by comparing FIGS. 3A and 3B, in FIG. 3B, the system 1000' includes

an additional component. Specifically, FIG. 3B includes both external controller 400' and

remote controller 450. Together, these components perform the functions performed by

external controller 400 in FIG. 3A. For example, external controller 400' may be used within

a clinician's office to program implanted NMES device 300' and remote controller 450 may

be used by a user such as a patient to control a limited number of operational parameters,

including starting and/or stopping individual stimulation sessions. Both external controller

400' and remote controller 450 may be configured to transmit signals wirelessly to NMES

device 300' using known wireless communication techniques. Such a system set up is

described in more detail in U.S. Application Publication No. 2014/0046398 to Sachs et al,

which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

[0090] Referring to FIG. 3C, stimulation feedback system 1000" is constructed to

perform similar functions as feedback system 1000 of FIG. 3A . In FIG. 3C, components

analogous to components of FIG. 3A are identified by analogous-double primed reference

numbers. As will be observed by comparing FIGS. 3A and 3C, no NMES device or



stimulating electrode is present in stimulation monitoring system 1000". Rather, stimulations

are generated by TMS system 600 and applied to a patient externally via electromagnetic coil

608.

[0091] TMS system 600 is formed of a plurality of components including input device

604, output device 606, processor 602, and electromagnetic coil 608. In the depicted

embodiment, input device 604, output device 606, and processor 602 together form portions

of a computing device having the same or similar properties as computer 500 of FIG. 3A.

Such a computing device may be a tablet computer, a laptop computer, a desktop computer,

or mobile computing device. Electromagnetic coil 608 is shown connected to t e computing

device and may be controlled via a wired or wireless connection. In another embodiment, the

various components of TMS system 600 form a specialized and integrated TMS device. The

computer within the specialized TMS device may still have the same or similar properties as

computer 500 of FIG. 3A.

[0092] In FIG. 3C, input device 604 is configured to receive inputs from a user, such as a

clinician, to set and/or adjust stimulation parameters for system 1000". Processor 602 is

configured to process user inputs received at input device 604 and activate electromagnetic

coil 608 based on the user inputs. In use, stimulations in accordance with the user-set

stimulation parameters are applied via electromagnetic coil 608, which is positioned and

configured to apply an electromagnetic field over a portion of a patient's brain, such as the

motor cortex. The electromagnetic field generates a stimulating electric current. Such

stimulation elicits an electrical signal, namely, an evoked potential, from the nervous system.

Preferably, electrode lead 250 is implanted on, around, adjacent, or near a nerve of interest,

such as a nerve of the lumbar back region, such that, when an evoked potential is generated

by the nerve, one or more recording electrodes 252, 254, or 256 on electrode lead 250 record

the signal. In use, recording electrode lead 250 is connected to an implanted recording device

700 and configured to transmit recorded signals to recording device 700 for storage,

amplification, and digitization. Recording device 700 may contain software and/or hardware

to enable such signal processing steps. Recording device 700 is further configured to

wirelessly communicate the digitized signal to external controller 400" via known wireless

communication technology. In turn, external controller 400" is configured to send the

digitized signal to TMS system 600. External controller 400" may be connected to at least a

portion of TMS system 600 via a wired or wireless connection. TMS system 600 may



perform additional processing of the digitized signal, and output device 606 is configured to

display, for example, via a GUI, data indicative of the evoked potential found within t e

digitized signal.

[0093] The internal functional components of an NMES device are represented in a

generalized schematic diagram in FIG. 4 . While the following description makes reference to

NMES device 300 of FIG. 3A, this is done for ease of reference only, and those skilled in the

art will understand that some of or all the features described herein with respect to NMES

device 300 may be present in NMES device 300' and/or in implanted recording device 700.

[0094] NMES device 300 may include control unit 318, means of bidirectional

communication with external controller 400, power supply 324, electrode switching array

326, system sensors 328, and optional therapeutic circuitry module 330. The means of

bidirectional communication may comprise one or both of telemetry system 320 coupled to

coil 322 and a communications circuit employing transceiver 332 coupled to antenna 334.

[0095] Control unit 318 is electrically coupled to, and configured to control, the internal

functional components of NMES device 300. Control unit 318 may comprise a commercially

available microcontroller unit including a programmable microprocessor, volatile memory,

nonvolatile memory such as EEPROM for storing programming, and nonvolatile storage,

e.g., Flash memory, for storing a log of system operational parameters and patient data. The

memory of control unit 318 may collect and store all signals containing evoked potentials

(raw or processed) that are received from recording electrodes during therapeutic stimulations

until such signals can be transmitted to a clinician's programming computer. The memory of

control unit 318 further stores program instructions that, when executed by the processor of

control unit 318, cause the processor and the functional components of NMES device 300 to

provide the functionality ascribed to them herein. Control unit 318 is configured to be

programmable such that programming data is stored in the memory of control unit 318 and

may be adjusted using external controller 400 and programming computer 500. Programming

data may include pulse amplitude (voltage or current), pulse width, stimulation rate,

stimulation frequency, ramp timing, cycle timing, session timing, duty cycle, electrode

configuration, location and number of contacts activated, and percent of total current

allocated to each contact. In accordance with one embodiment, programmable parameters,

their ranges, and nominal values are:



Parameter Min Max Nominal

Amplitude 0mA 7.0mA 1mA

Pulse Width 25µ 500µ 200 µ

Rate 1Hz 40Hz 20Hz

On Ramp
0s 5s 2s

Off Ramp

Cycle-On 2s 20s 10s

Cycle-Off 20s 120s 20s

Session 1 min 60 min 30 min

[0096] Control unit 318 may be programmable to allow electrical stimulation between

any chosen combination of electrodes on the lead, thus providing a simple bipolar

configuration. In addition, control unit 318 may be programmed to deliver stimulation pulses

in a guarded bipolar configuration (more than 1 anode surrounding a central cathode) or

NMES device housing 304 may be programmed as the anode, enabling unipolar stimulation

from any of t e electrodes.

[0097] Control unit 318 further may be programmed with a software program to calculate

the impedance at electrode lead 200. For example, control unit 318 may direct power supply

324 to send an electrical signal to one or more electrodes which emit electrical power. One or

more other electrodes receive the emitted electrical power and send a received signal to

control unit 318 that runs the routine to calculate impedance based on the sent signal and the

received signal.

[0098] Control unit 318 is optionally coupled to communications circuitry including

telemetry system 320, which is electrically coupled to coil 322, that permits transmission of

stimulation commands, and optionally power, between NMES device 300 and external

controller 400 such that NMES device 300 may be powered, programmed, and/or controlled

by programming computer 500 via external controller 400. For example, control unit 318

may start or stop a treatment session responsive to stimulation commands received from a

corresponding telemetry system and coil of external controller 400 via coil 322 and telemetry

system 320. As another example, control unit 318 may direct changes to at least one of pulse

amplitude (voltage or current), pulse width, stimulation rate, stimulation frequency, ramp

timing, cycle timing, session timing, duty cycle, electrode configuration, location and number

of contacts activated, and percent of total current allocated to each contact, responsive to



programming data received from external controller 400 via coil 322 and telemetry system

320.

[0099] The technology for telemetry system 320 and coil 322 is well known to one

skilled in the art and may include a magnet, a short range telemetry system, a longer range

telemetry system (such as using MICS RF Telemetry available from Zarlink Semiconductor

of Ottawa, Canada), or technology similar to a pacemaker programmer.

[00100] Alternatively, coil 322 may be used to transmit power only, and separate radio

frequency (RF) transceiver 332 and antenna 334 may be provided in NMES device 300 and

complementary RF transmitters may be provided in external controller 400 for establishing

bidirectional or unidirectional data communication.

[00101] In another alternate embodiment, a communication circuit having transceiver 332

and antenna 334 may replace telemetry system 320 coupled to coil 322. In such an

embodiment, transceiver 332 preferably comprises an RF transceiver and is configured for b i

directional communications via antenna 334 with a similar transceiver circuit disposed in

external controller 400. For example, transceiver 332 may receive stimulation commands and

programming data from external controller 400. Control unit 318 may direct changes to at

least one of pulse amplitude (voltage or current), pulse width, stimulation rate, stimulation

frequency, ramp timing, cycle timing, session timing, duty cycle, electrode configuration,

location and number of contacts activated, and percent of total current allocated to each

contact, including commands to start or stop a treatment session, in response to programming

data and/or stimulation commands received from a corresponding transceiver and antenna of

external controller 400. Transceiver 332 also may include a low power mode of operation,

such that it periodically awakens to listen for incoming messages and responds only to those

messages including t e unique device identifier assigned to that NMES device. In addition,

transceiver 332 may employ an encryption routine to ensure that messages sent from, or

received by, NMES device 300 cannot be intercepted or forged.

[00102] In addition to receiving programming data from external controller 400, the means

of bidirectional communication (telemetry system 320 coupled to coil 322 and/or

communication circuit with transceiver 332 coupled to antenna 334) is configured to transmit

signals back to external controller 400. In particular, the communication means may be used

to transmit a recorded response signal, a processed version of the signal, and/or data



reflective of the processed evoked potential signal to external controller 400 for delivery to

programming computer 500 for analysis and/or presentation.

[00103] Power supply 324 powers the electrical components of NMES device 300, and

may comprise a primary cell or battery, a secondary (rechargeable) cell or battery, or a

combination of both. Alternatively, power supply 324 may not include a cell or battery, but

instead comprise a capacitor that stores energy transmitted through t e skin via a

Transcutaneous Energy Transmission System (TETs), e.g., by inductive coupling or via

microwave energy or via ultrasound. In a preferred embodiment, power supply 324 comprises

a lithium ion battery.

[00104] Control unit 318 further may be coupled to electrode switching array 326 so that

any subset of electrodes of the electrode leads may be selectably coupled to therapeutic

circuitry module 330, described in detail below. In this way, an appropriate electrode set may

be chosen from t e entire selection of electrodes implanted in the patient's body to achieve a

desired therapeutic effect. Electrode switching array 326 preferably operates at high speed,

thereby allowing successive stimulation pulses to be applied to different electrode

combinations. Electrode switching array 326 also may enable NMES device 300 to both

stimulate and record stimulations. When NMES device 300 is not generating stimulation

pulses, it is listening for electrical signals from recording electrodes 250 at the lead. In

embodiments where one set of electrodes both stimulate and record, electrode switching array

326 makes it possible to adequately depolarize the electrodes after delivery of a stimulation

pulse so the electrodes are prepared to receive electrical signals without distortion. In one

preferred embodiment, the electrode switching array 326 enables NMES device 300 to

quickly transition between, or simultaneously perform, stimulating on one set of electrodes

and listening on a different set of electrodes, thus allowing overlap of the stimulation with the

acquisition of the response signal.

[00105] System sensors 328 may comprise one or more sensors that monitor operation of

the systems of NMES device 300, and log data relating to system operation as well as system

faults, which may be stored in a log for later readout using programming computer 500. In

one embodiment, system sensors 328 include a magnetic sensor configured to sense a

magnetic field and to transmit a signal to control unit 318 based on the sensed magnetic field

such that the control unit starts or stops a treatment session. In another embodiment, system

sensors 328 include one or more sensors configured to sense muscle contraction and to



generate a sensor signal based on the muscle contraction. Control unit 318 is configured to

receive the sensor signal from system sensors 328 and may be configured to adjust the

stimulation parameters based on the sensor signal. In one embodiment, system sensors 328

sense an increase or decrease in muscle movement and control unit 318 increases or

decreases the stimulation frequency to maintain smooth and continuous muscle contraction.

[00106] In one embodiment, sensors 328 may include an accelerometer that senses

movement or acceleration of a muscle caused by muscle contraction. The accelerometer may

be a 1-, 2- or 3-axis analog or digital accelerometer that determines (for example) whether the

patient is active or asleep or senses overall activity of the patient, which may be a surrogate

measure for clinical parameters (e.g., more activity implies less pain), and/or a heart rate or

breathing rate (minute ventilation) monitor, e.g., which may be obtained using one or more of

the electrodes disposed on the electrode leads. In an additional embodiment, the sensors

provided may include a magnetometer to determine direction on the earth's surface. The

accelerometer (and/or magnetometer) may be used to determine the orientation of NMES

device 300, and by inference the orientation of the patient, at any time. For example, after

implantation, external controller 400 may be used to take a reading from the implant, e.g.,

when the patient is lying prone, to calibrate the orientation of the accelerometer. If the patient

is instructed to lie prone during therapy delivery, then the accelerometer may be programmed

to record the orientation of the patient during stimulation, thus providing information on

patient compliance. In other embodiments, system sensors 328 may include a pressure sensor,

a movement sensor, and/or a strain gauge configured to sense muscle contraction and to

generate a sensor signal based on the muscle contraction, and in a further embodiment,

various combinations of at least one of an accelerometer, a magnetometer, a pressure sensor,

a movement sensor, and/or a strain gauge are included.

[00107] Sensors 328 also may include, for example, a humidity sensor to measure

moisture within housing 304, which may provide information relating to the state of the

electronic components, or a temperature sensor, e.g., for measuring battery temperature

during charging to ensure safe operation of the battery. Data from the system sensors may be

logged by control unit 318 and stored in nonvolatile memory for later transmission to

programming computer 500.

[00108] As will be appreciated by one of ordinary skill in the art, system sensors 328 may

be placed in a variety of locations including within housing 302, within or adjacent to the



tissue that is stimulated, and/or in proximity to t e muscle to be contracted and connected via

a separate lead to NMES device 300. In other embodiments, sensors 324 may be integrated

into one or more of t e leads used for stimulation or may be an independent sensor(s)

operatively coupled to NMES device 300 using, for example, radio frequency (RF) signals

for transmitting and receiving data.

[00109] Controller 318 also may be coupled to optional therapeutic circuitry module 330

that provides any of a number of complimentary therapeutic stimulation, analgesic

stimulation (such as Peripheral Nerve Field stimulation or Spinal Cord Stimulation),

feedback, or ablation treatment modalities. NMES device 300 illustratively includes one

therapeutic circuitry module 330, although additional circuitry modules may be employed in

a particular embodiment depending upon its intended application, as described in U.S. Patent

Application Publication No. 201 1/0224665 to Crosby, assigned to the assignee of the present

invention, the entire contents of which is incorporated herein by reference. Therapeutic

circuitry module 330 may be configured to provide different types of stimulation, either to

induce muscle contractions, to provide afferent nerve stimulation to mask the perception pain,

or to block pain signals in afferent nerve fibers; to monitor muscle contractions induced by

stimulation and adjust the applied stimulation regime as needed to obtain a desired result; or

to selectively and intermittently ablate nerve fibers to control pain and thereby facilitate

muscle rehabilitation.

[00110] FIG. 5 provides a functional block diagram of the internal components of

programming computer 500. One skilled in the art will appreciate that the description of the

components of programming computer 500 is also applicable to programming computer 500'

and to TMS system 600 having processor 602 provided therein. Although described

separately, it is to be appreciated that functional blocks need not be separate structural

elements. For example, processor 502 and memory 508 may be embodied in a single chip;

memory 508 may be embodied in volatile and non-volatile memory; and processor 502 and

interface 510 may be embodied in a single chip.

[00111] Processor 502 can be a general purpose processor, a digital signal processor

(DSP), an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a field programmable gate array

(FPGA) or other programmable logic device, discrete gate or transistor logic, discrete

hardware components, or any suitable combination thereof designed to perform the functions

described herein. Processor 502 also may be implemented as a combination of computing



devices, e.g., a combination of a DSP and a microprocessor, a plurality of microprocessors,

one or more microprocessors in conjunction with a DSP core, or any other such

configuration.

[00112] Processor 502 is coupled, via one or more buses, to read information from and/or

write information to memory 508. Processor 502 may additionally, or in the alternative,

contain memory, such as processor registers. Memory 508 can include processor cache,

including a multi-level hierarchical cache in which different levels have different capacities

and access speeds. Memory 508 also may include random access memory (RAM), other

volatile storage devices, or non-volatile storage devices such as hard drives, optical discs,

flash memory, and solid state drives.

[00113] Processor 502, in conjunction with software stored in memory 508 executes an

operating system, such as, for example, Windows, Mac OS, Mac iOS, Android, Unix, or

Solaris. Processor 502 also executes software applications stored in memory 508. For

example, memory 508 may store various stimulation protocols that provide any of a number

of therapeutic stimulation, analgesic, feedback or ablation treatment modalities. Additionally

or alternatively, memory 508 may store instructions for processing and analyzing recorded

response signals received from NMES device 300 via external controller 400. Additionally or

alternatively, memory 508 may store program instructions for a graphical user interface that

enables a clinician to interact with programming computer 500 to provide appropriate user

inputs needed to adjust one or more stimulation parameters, including pulse amplitude

(voltage or current), pulse width, stimulation rate, stimulation frequency, and electrode

configuration. In one non-limiting embodiment, the software comprises, for example, Unix

Korn shell scripts. In other embodiments, the software can be written in any suitable

programming language known to those skilled in the art, including, for example, C++, PHP,

Ruby, or Java.

[00114] Processor 502 is also coupled to input device 504 and output device 506 for,

respectively, receiving input from and providing output to, a clinician or other user. Suitable

input devices include, but are not limited to, a keyboard, buttons, keys, switches, a pointing

device, a mouse, a joystick, a remote control, a motion detector, and a microphone (possibly

coupled to audio processing software to, e.g., detect voice commands). Suitable output

devices include, but are not limited to, display screens, touchscreens, and audible output

devices.



[00115] Processor 502 may be further coupled to input/output interface 510, which

communicates signals generated by processor 502 to a coupled device, such as external

controller 400, and similarly receives signals from t e coupled device. In embodiments in

which t e coupled device is wirelessly coupled to processor 502, input/output interface 510

may include a wireless transceiver, which modulates and demodulates wirelessly

communicated signals.

[00116] While exemplary components of stimulation monitoring system 100 have been

depicted in FIGS. 2A-5 and described herein, it will be appreciated by one skilled in the art

that exemplary, as used herein, means "serving as an example or illustration" and should not

necessarily be construed as preferred or advantageous over other embodiments. Other

embodiments may be utilized and modifications may be made without departing from the

spirit or the scope of the subject matter presented herein. Aspects of the disclosure, as

described and illustrated herein, can be arranged, combined, and designed in a variety of

different configurations, all of which are explicitly contemplated and form part of this

disclosure. The functional modules of stimulation monitoring system 100 depicted in FIG. 1

and the methods described below and elsewhere herein may be performed by the components

described above, or, with the appropriate programmable instructions and electrodes, the

functions and methods may be performed by the devices described in U.S. Appl. Pub. No.

2014/0058476 to Crosby or the devices described in U.S. Appl. Pub. No. 2014/0046398 to

Sachs, each of which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

[00117] Referring now to FIG. 6, exemplary method 1600 for applying, monitoring, and

adjusting stimulation therapy is provided. In a preferred embodiment, the method described

herein is used to optimize the stimulation of skeletal muscles. The stimulation may be applied

in order to cause contractions, and ultimately, to improve muscle strength and function.

Additionally or alternatively, the stimulation may be applied to stimulate the proprioceptive

pathways, and ultimately, to restore neural control and rehabilitate the muscle. For example,

the method of one embodiment is used to optimize stimulation therapy to the lumbar

multifidus or other back muscles in order to reactivate normal physiological control signals

between the motor cortex and the back muscles to reduce dysfunction of the spinal

stabilization system, stabilize the spine, and reduce lower back pain.

[00118] At step 1602 of method 1600, one or more inputs are received from a user,

directly or indirectly, the inputs defining a first stimulation protocol that includes one or more



electrical pulses. The inputs may be received by a device having a user interface coupled to a

microprocessor, e.g., input device 54, 54', 64, 504, 504', or 604. The user may select the first

stimulation protocol from a plurality of options presented in a graphical user interface;

additionally or alternatively, the user may enter inputs for select individual parameters of the

stimulation protocol. Such parameters may include one or more of: pulse amplitude (voltage

or current), pulse width, stimulation rate, stimulation frequency, ramp timing, cycle timing,

session timing duty cycle, electrode configuration, location and number of contacts activated,

and percent of total current allocated to each contact. The user may be a clinician such as a

surgeon or medical technician. The first stimulation protocol may provide for the application

of therapeutic stimulations, such as stimulations intended to rehabilitate and strengthen a

muscle and/or stimulations intended to stimulate the afferent nerve pathways and restore

neural control. Alternatively, the protocol may provide for a diagnostic stimulation which

merely stimulates a tissue of interest for purposes of observing and tracking the body's

response to such stimulations. By tracking changes in the body's response overtime, progress

of a separately applied stimulation therapy or other therapy may be observable. Alternatively,

the protocol may be provided for research purposes. By tracking changes in the body's

response to changes in the location of motor cortex stimulation, mapping of the motor cortex,

as it relates to control of various muscles, may be possible. In a preferred embodiment, the

stimulation protocol is a therapeutic stimulation.

[00119] Any number of stimulation protocols may be available for selection or may

otherwise be entered by the user. Exemplary protocols include application of: slow spaced

pulses (e.g., 1-2 Hz), each of which results in a single muscle contraction; pulses that increase

in frequency until a fusion frequency is reached (typically 12-15 Hz for type I/slow twitch

muscles and 15-20 Hz for type II/fast twitch muscles); low intensity long duration pulses,

which can inhibit nerve fiber depolarization; or "vibration" stimulation, which is comprised

of electrical pulses having a greater frequency than pulses that elicit a single defined muscle

contraction for each pulse but a lesser frequency than the fusion frequency, such a stimulation

frequency (e.g., 2-10 Hz) may activate certain physiological structures or pathways

responsive to vibration.

[00120] An exemplary stimulation protocol includes the following parameters: 10 seconds

of stimulation at a frequency of 20 Hz, followed by 20 seconds of rest (no stimulation),

repeated for 20 minutes. Such a protocol may be applied once, twice, or more per day.



[00121] Alternative stimulation regimes may be used for the first stimulation protocol and

may be selected based on t e particular situation of t e patient being treated. For example, if

the fundamental physiological problem is disruption to the afferent pathways (i.e.,

proprioceptive signals from the body to the brain), then a stimulation regime to maximize the

afferent stimulation may result in better or more rapid outcomes. Such a stimulation regime

could include short bursts of muscle contraction, such as, for example, 2 seconds of

contraction followed by 2 seconds of relaxation, to generate more afferent stimulation at the

onset and cessation of muscle contraction. In another example, if the fundamental

physiological problem is inadequate strength of contraction of the lumbar multifidus muscle,

then electrostimulation strength training of longer duration and higher force of contraction

may result in better outcomes. Such a stimulation protocol may include, for example, 20

seconds of a frequency set at maximal contraction separated by 20 seconds of relaxation.

[00122] At step 1604, a muscle of a patient is stimulated with the first stimulation

protocol, e.g., using electrode 20, 20', 200, or 200', or electromagnetic coil 68 or 608. The

target muscle may be weak, injured, dysfunctional, or otherwise in need of rehabilitation.

Stimulation may be generated by an NMES or TMS device, for example, and delivered by

one or more stimulating electrodes.

[00123] At step 1606, a signal is recorded, e.g., using electrode 25, 25', 200, 200', or 250,

the signal comprising an evoked potential generated by the patient's body in response to the

first stimulation protocol. The signal may be picked up by one or more recording electrodes

and recorded by an internally or externally placed signal receiving device. The signal may

include a desired evoked potential and background noise. The signal may be recorded, for

example, from EEG electrodes placed on the scalp, electrodes placed over the spine to record

spinal reflex evoked potentials, fine wire or needle EMG electrodes placed in a muscle, dual

stimulating/recording electrodes, or electrodes placed adjacent to or in a nerve at a location

remote from the stimulating electrodes, including electrodes on or adjacent to a different

nerve or electrodes on or adjacent to the same nerve at a different location.

[00124] The choice of stimulation determines the type of evoked potential elicited by the

body. For example, in response to a single pulse repeated at a slow rate, the following evoked

potentials may be detected: a rapid electrical response from the nerve to indicate nerve

depolarization; several responses from the nerve spaced in time, including an evoked

response from the spinal reflex arc; a rapid response from the muscle body indicating the



degree of contraction; a later response, such as a spinal reflex or cortical response, from t e

muscle body indicating the control of the muscle in response to perturbation; and/or a

response from the nerve indicating conduction of afferent signals such as from Golgi tendon

organs, muscle spindles, or other mechanoreceptors. In response to stimulation at or above

the fusion frequency, similar evoked potentials may be elicited and observed by properly

placed recording electrodes. Additionally, when a fusion frequency stimulation is applied, the

following additional event may be detected: change in EMG characteristics over time from

the onset of contraction. Unique evoked potential responses also may be elicited by varying

the stimulation between different intensities or by stimulating at the vibrating stimulation

frequency.

[00125] At step 1608, the recorded signal is processed to produce a processed evoked

potential signal, e.g., using NMES device 30, 30', 300, 300', implanted recording device 70,

700, and/or processor 52, 52', 62, 502, 502' or 602. Processing may include amplifying,

filtering, digitizing, synchronizing, and/or temporal averaging the recorded signal. With

temporal averaging, the electrical signals recorded following the stimulus are sampled using

an analog-to-digital converter, then the time series of the samples is added together and

divided by the number of samples to preserve scaling. The time series is synchronized with

the stimulus event. For example, when a fusion frequency is applied, the evoked potential

signal may be synchronized with the onset of the stimulation pulse train, the onset of force

generation, a cessation of force generation, or a combination of the two. In this manner, the

background signal, which is asynchronous to the stimulus, tends towards its mean of zero,

and the evoked potential average tends to a useful value above the background noise. The

signal-to-noise ratio improves with the square root of the number of responses that are

averaged. The raw signal or the processed evoked potential signal may be stored in memory

at least until a user is able to access the signal or information indicative of the signal via a

user interface coupled to a computer.

[00126] At step 1610, data indicative of the evoked potential is displayed to the user. The

data may be displayed on a display screen or other user interface coupled to a computer, e.g.,

computer 50, 50', 60, 500, 500', or 600. The displayed data may include, for example, a

waveform of the evoked potential over time, a waveform of the stimulation signal eliciting

the evoked potential over time, and/or quantitative characteristics of the evoked potential

such as amplitude, frequency, width, slope, or latency relative to the stimulus. Display of



such information in a graphical user interface may help a clinician observe and understand

changes in t e evoked potential over time. By comparing evoked potentials before, during,

and after a stimulation session, and/or over time between stimulation sessions, clinicians can

follow and monitor a patient's treatment.

[00127] At step 1612, one or more inputs are received, e.g., with the input device, to adjust

the stimulation protocol. For example, based on the observed evoked potential, a clinician

may wish to increase or decrease one or more parameters of the stimulus to elicit a stronger

contraction, a smooth contraction, or other desired result. At step 1614, the muscle of the

patient is stimulated with the adjusted stimulation protocol using, e.g., a stimulating electrode

coupled to an NMES device or an inductance coil of a TMS system. The resulting signal

containing an evoked potential generated by the patient's body in response to the adjusted

stimulation protocol may then be recorded, processed, and displayed as described above.

[00128] The time between recording, processing and displaying the evoked potential to the

time of generation of an adjusted stimulation protocol may vary according to the need. In one

embodiment, the time may be short so that the stimulation protocol is adjusted in real time (or

virtually real time). In another embodiment, the time may be long (hours, days, weeks or

longer) so that the long term effect of the stimulation protocol can be adjusted to yield the

desired physiological response.

[00129] In some embodiments, a therapeutic stimulation protocol is set by a clinician

during a patient visit, and the steps of stimulating, recording, processing, displaying, and

adjusting are performed during the same visit, enabling a clinician to experiment with

different stimulation protocols and tweak stimulation parameters to achieve a therapeutic

stimulation protocol that results in the greatest activation of the target muscle or other desired

effect. In this manner, a clinician may be empowered to optimize a patient's treatment.

[00130] In other embodiments, the therapeutic stimulation protocol is set by a clinician

during a patient visit, and the protocol is repeated regularly (e.g., every other day, daily, twice

daily, hourly) until the patient's next visit. The evoked potentials from each stimulation

session may be recorded and stored in the patient's implanted stimulating device. At the next

visit, the clinician is then able to retrieve the stored evoked potential data from the device and

view data indicative of the evoked potentials on a user interface to observe changes and

trends. Based on the historical evoked potential data acquired and saved by the stimulation



device, the clinician can determine if any adjustments are needed to the stimulation protocol

and can further determine how treatment is progressing.

[00131] In a further embodiment, the system may be self-adjusting such that t e

stimulation protocol is adjusted automatically by t e device in order to achieve the desired

physiological response. The algorithm for self-adjustment may be hard wired (e.g., in the

software in the system), or may be determined by the clinician (e.g., by programing certain

parameters).

[00132] The system described may be used to monitor the progress of other types of

rehabilitative therapy such as physiotherapy, or combination therapies such as physiotherapy

used in conjunction with NMES and/or TMS for rehabilitation.

[00133] While various illustrative embodiments of the invention are described above, it

will be apparent to one skilled in the art that various changes and modifications may be made

therein without departing from the invention. The appended claims are intended to cover all

such changes and modifications that fall within the true scope of the invention.



WHAT IS CLAIMED:

1. A method for monitoring rehabilitation of a muscle, the method comprising:

receiving from an extracorporeal source a first input defining a first stimulation

protocol, the first stimulation protocol comprising a plurality of parameters for generation of

an electric current or an electric voltage;

applying the first stimulation protocol to a portion of a patient's body to cause

contraction of a skeletal target muscle associated with control of the lumbar spine;

recording a response signal generated by the patient's body in response to the first

stimulation protocol, wherein t e response signal is at least one of an electrical signal, a force

signal, or a movement signal;

processing the recorded response signal to produce a processed signal;

displaying information indicative of the processed signal;

receiving a second input from the extracorporeal source to adjust the first stimulation

protocol; and

applying an adjusted stimulation protocol to the body portion to cause contraction of

the skeletal target muscle.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the plurality of parameters are selected from a

group of parameters consisting of: pulse amplitude, pulse width, stimulation rate, stimulation

frequency, ramp timing, cycle timing, session timing, duty cycle, contacts activated, percent

of total current allocated to each contact, and location of stimulation.

3 . The method of claim 1, wherein the target muscle is at least one of the lumbar

multifidus, the transverse abdominus, the erector spinae, the iliocostalis, and the longissimus.

4 . The method of claim 1, wherein the electric current or electric voltage of the

first stimulation protocol comprises a plurality of electrical pulses generated by an implanted

neuromuscular electrical stimulation device, and wherein the electrical pulses are applied to

the patient's body by a first implanted stimulating electrode.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the response signal is recorded by a second

implanted electrode, and the recorded response signal or the processed signal is transmitted

wirelessly to an external receiver.



6 . The method of claim 4, wherein the response signal is recorded by a surface

electrode attached to the patient at the head, neck, or spine, and the recorded response signal

is received by a processor from the surface electrode via a wired or wireless connection.

7 . The method of claim 1, wherein t e electric current is generated by a trans

cranial magnetic stimulation device and applied to t e patient's skull by an inductive coil,

and further wherein the response signal is recorded by an implanted recording electrode

implanted on, in, or near the skeletal target tissue, and the recorded response signal or the

processed signal is transmitted wirelessly to an external receiver.

8 . The method of claim 1, wherein the response signal is an electrical signal and

wherein processing the recorded response signal comprises at least one of amplifying,

filtering, and digitizing the recorded response signal.

9 . The method of claim 1, wherein processing the recorded response signal

comprises taking a temporal average of the recorded response signal.

10. The method of claim 1, further comprising generating a trigger signal upon

initiating application of the first stimulation protocol.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein processing the recorded response signal

comprises synchronizing the recorded response signal with the trigger signal.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein the response signal is an evoked potential.

13. The method of claim 1, wherein information indicative of the processed signal

comprises: a waveform of the processed signal, and/or one or more quantitative metrics of the

processed signal selected from the group consisting of: amplitude, width, frequency, latency

relative to application of the first stimulation protocol, and slope.

14. The method of claim 1, further comprising recording a second response signal

comprising an adjusted response signal generated in response to the adjusted stimulation



protocol, processing t e second response signal to produce a second processed signal, and

displaying information indicative of the second processed signal.

15. A feedback loop system for monitoring rehabilitation of a muscle, the system

comprising:

a user interface configured to receive a first input from a user defining a stimulation

protocol comprising a plurality of parameters for generation of an electric current;

a transcranial magnetic stimulation device communicatively coupled to the user

interface to receive the stimulation protocol, the transcranial magnetic stimulation device

comprising an inductive coil positionable over a patient's skull and configured to generate an

electromagnetic field in accordance with the stimulation protocol;

an implantable device comprising a recording electrode and a processor configured to

receive, detect, and record a response signal generated by the body in response to the

stimulation protocol;

a trigger detector communicatively coupled to the transcranial magnetic stimulation

device and configured to transmit a wireless signal to the implantable device upon application

of the stimulation protocol;

an external receiver comprising an electromagnetic or radiofrequency telemetry unit

wirelessly coupled to the implantable device and configured to receive the response signal

from the implantable device; and

an output display having a screen configured to display data representative of the

response signal.

16. The feedback loop system of claim 15, wherein the response signal is an

evoked potential.

17. The feedback loop system of claim 16, wherein the trigger detector comprises

an electromagnetic or radiofrequency telemetry unit.

18. The feedback loop system of claim 16, wherein the user interface and the

output display are integrated into a common device.



19. The feedback loop system of claim 16, wherein the inductive loop of the

transcranial magnetic stimulation device is housed within a helmet or other head-contacting

unit.

20. The feedback loop system of claim 16, wherein the trigger detector and the

external receiver are integrated into a common device.
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